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JI MENEZ, J . A., SANCHEZ-ARCILLA, A.; BOU, J ., and ORTIZ, M. A., 1997. Analysing Short-Term Shoreline
Changes Along the Ebro Delta (Spain) Using Aerial Photographs. Journal of Coastal Research, 13(4), 1256-1266. Fort
Lauderda le (Florida), ISSN 0749-0208.
The use of aerial photographs to estimate short-term shoreline changes, i.e. coastal changes at a monthly scale reflecting seasonal changes in the underlying hydrodynamics, is presente d in this paper. To achieve this a data set of
seven vertical aeria l photographs with a time span offour months, taken at the Ebro delta (NE Spanish Mediterranean
coast) has been used. The method was applied to the analysis of very flat areas, highly dynamic coastal features,
storm impacts and to the entire deltaic coast. Although the study area is a microtidal environment, obtained results
of the very flat areas analysis do not recommend its use at very short time scales due to meteorological tide influences.
The formation, erosion and re-formation of a spit at the river mouth was easily monitored being controlled the evolution of its length , perimeter and subaerial surface. Aerial photos permitte d to identify vulnerable zones to impacts
of very energetic storms by characterising breaching events along the coast (location and magnitude). Finally, when
the method was applied to the entire deltaic coast, a detailed seasonal and spat ial distr ibution of shoreline changes
was obtained. The comparison of shoreline rates of change obtained from photos with that obtained from beach profiles
shows that the method is reasonably accurate at least for the Ebro delta coast.
ADDIT IONAL INDEX WORDS: Sh oreline changes, aerial photography, Ebro delta, coastal erosion.

INTRODUCTION
Th e interest in st udyi ng coastal morphology has increased
during rece nt decades, mainly du e to coastal land loss pr oblems , present in most of t he world coas tli nes du e to natural
or ma n-induced age nts ie.g, PILKEY et al., 1989 ). As a result
of this, t he developm en t of tec hniq ues to observe coastal pro cesses with t he require d cost a nd accuracy h as been a key
issu e in coastal morphology.
In this pap er , one of the most freq ue ntly emp loyed techni ques to obse rve coastal processes, i.e. aerial ph otogr aphs, is
used to a nalyse coas tal changes at the Ebro Delta (Spai n) .
Although aerial ph otogr a ph s and ph otogr ammetry h ave bee n
extensively used to study many coas tal morphology aspects viz. coastal ty pe ide ntification, la nd uses , dune field evolution, etc. (see e.g . AMERICAN SOCIETY OF PHOTOGRAMMETRY,
1980), t his wor k only deal s with t he a pplication of t his tec hnique to study short-ter m (mont hly) shoreline changes.
Coastal evolutio n ca n be considered as t he globa l or integr ated result of differen t processes acting at different t ime
scales (e.g . DE VRIEND, 1991; FENSTER et al., 1993). In fact,
coastal changes are characterised by a br oad spectrum of
scales rangi ng from the very small ones (e.g . ripple formatio n )
to the very large ones (e.g. sec ular changes du e to sea level
changes).
95185 received 15 December 1995; accepted in revisions 14 Ju ly 1996.

The use of aerial photogra ph s has been, so far , used mai nly
to observe coastal chan ges over relatively long time spans ie.g,
DOLAN et al., 1980; LEATHERMAN, 1983; ANDERS and BYRNES,
1991; McBRIDE et al., 1991). This technique has been seldom
applied to quantify short-term coastal evolution (JIMENEz et
al ., 1995 ). Short-term coastal changes are here define d as those
changes in coastal mor ph ology occurring at a mont hly scale,
reflect ing th us seasona l changes in the hydr odyna mic regime
(if a ny ). In this case aerial photographs can be used to obtain
a synopt ic view oflarge coastal stretches, avoidi ng th us expe nsive and seasonal topogra phical beac h surveys.

STUDY AREA
The Ebro delta is located on the Spanis h Mediterranean
coast (Figu re 1), a bout 200 km Sout hwest of Barcelo na . The
delta coastli ne has an approxi mate length of 45 km an d its
total subaerial area is about 320 km",
After several centuries of conti nuous growth , the delta ic
trend of evolutio n changed a few decad es ago (MALDONADO,
1986) in such a way t hat the present delta is no longer a n
in termedia te river-wave dominated system as it was classified
previo us ly by e.g . WRIGHT a nd COLEMAN (1973), but it is now
a wave domi nated coast (J IMENEZ an d SANCHEZ-ARCILLA,
1993). This change was mai nly du e to t he nea rly total reduction of sa nd river discharges ind uced by dam construction in
the lower course of t he Ebro river (VARELA et al., 1986 ).
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Figure 2. Storm sur ge climate at the Ebro delta coast (JIMENEZ et at.
1996).
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Figure 1. Map of th e Ebro delta study ar ea .

As a result of this decrease in the sand discharges, a very
intense reshaping of the nearshore deltaic area began to take
place . At the beginning of the 1960's , when the decrease of
the sediment discharge started, the remodelling process was
particularly intense and, at present, although the process
still continues, the rates of change have significantly decreased (e.g. JIMENEZ and SANCHEZ-ARcILLA, 1993; JIMENEZ
et al., 1993). This reshaping determines the presence of rapidly eroding zones such as the area of the previous river
mouth at Cap Tortosa-Buda Island, the Trabucador Bar, and
most of the outer coast northwards of the river mouth, as well
as accreting zones such as the end of both spits.
The trend of coastal changes has been successfully related
with the existing net longshore sediment transport pattern
(JIMENEZ and SANCHEZ-ARcILLA, 1993). This transport is
driven mainly by the dominant eastern waves, which produce
a net longshore sediment transport directed northwards in
the northern hemidelta and, southwards in the southern one .
Wave characteristics along the Ebro delta coast can be
roughly described by an average offshore significant wave
height, H .. of 0.75 m and an average mean wave period, T m ,
of 3.9 sec (JIMENEZ et al., 1996). Three main wave components can be distinguished from a "directional" standpoint:
eastern (E and NE ), southern and northwestern. Eastern
components, characterised by higher and more energetic
waves , are the predominant causes of morphological changes.
Like most of the Mediterranean coast the Ebro delta is a
low microtidal environment with a maximum astronomical
tidal range of about 0.25 m. However, meteorological tides
associated to the offshore passage of low-pressure systems,
are frequent. The storm surge climate for the Ebro delta coast
can be seen in Figure 2.

The study here presented is based on the analysis of seven
aerial photo campaigns, taken from October 1989 to October
1991, with an average time span of about four months. All
the surveys were conducted using the same data acquisition
technique. Vertical photographs were taken from an aircraft
at a flight height of about 10,000 m equipped with a Wild
Lens Cone RC10 camera and using a PAN 200 photo film.
The focal length was 152.15 mm , resulting in a scale of 1:
70,000 .
Each survey consisted of two flight lines with an orientation SW-NE (see Figure 3). The length of the longest one was
about 40 km and it was usually covered by 14-17 photos. The
shortest one, located towards the NW, was 30 km long, and
it was covered by 11-13 photos. The average distance between the centre of the photos along the lines of the flight
was about 3,000 m. This flight scheme produced an overlap
of about 60 percent between stereoscopic pairs along the lines
and a sidelap of about 30 percent.
At the same time, beach surveys were conducted along 38
control profiles covering the entire coastline of the delta.
Most of the beach surveys were taken with a maximum time
lag of about 20-30 days with respect of the date of the flight.
Profiles were surveyed using standard topographical techniques for the emerged beach and with an echosounder
mounted on a small boat for the submerged part of the profile. In both cases, each point was geographically referenced
in the Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) system.
These geomorphologic measurements were supplemented
by water level , waves and wind data. Water level was measured using both analog and digital (part of the time) tide
gauges, waves were recorded using an offshore directional
waverider buoy and meteorological variables (wind characteristics and atmospheric pressure) were measured using offshore and onshore meteorological stations.
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Figure 3. Flight sketch for photography surveys. Dots show photo centers.

METHODS
Shoreline Position
The extraction of shoreline positions from aerial photographs was done following standard photogrammetric techniques. THIELER and DANFORTH (1994a)' describe the shoreline mapping process using six steps: establish a contro l net-

work , digitise features on th e photos, remove distortions, establish the absolute orie ntation, calculate the geographic
shoreline position an d compile obtaine d positions. The first
four steps determine the accuracy to be obtained dur ing the
shoreline calcu lation, an d the last one is a post-processing
step.
To orient the obtained photos with respect to the grou nd,
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a control network established for the first campaign was
used. It consisted in control or "ground" points obtained during a field campaign and which were subsequently referenced
using neighbouring points obtained from the Spanish National Geodetic Network. These points were used for aereotriangulation which was done using a program developed at the
Institut Cartografic de Catalunya (ICC). An averaged root
mean square (rms) error of 1 m was estimated for horizontal
positions (BOD, 1994).
Stereocompilation was performed using three different
stereocompilers, two mechanical ones (Wild A8 and B8) with
a zoom range of 5-20 X and an analytical one (Zeiss P3) with
a maximum zoom of 24 X.
The definition of shoreline positions from aerial photographs can in principle be obtained using different control
lines : line of vegetation, the dune foot, the high water line,
etc. (see e.g. CROWELL et al ., 1993, MORTON, 1991; FISHER
and OVERTON, 1994). In this study, due to the existing coastal morphology-lack of generalised dune rows, coexistence of
beach and deltaic plain, etc.-and tidal environment, the
shoreline was defined as the mean water level, except when
the survey was done during high tide (astronomical and/or
meteorological) in which the water line at the time of the
photo was used . Potential errors induced by the water level
position will be discussed in the next section . Although the
use of the wet/dry line to characterise the shoreline is quite
extended, its application to the Ebro delta would not improve
the obtained using the water line . This is due to the fact that
the Ebro delta is a microtidal environment and any change
in the water line , e.g. due to meteorological effects, will be
also reflected in the same magnitude in the wet/dry line .
Thus, similar horizontal translations for the water line and
the wet/dry line would be expected.
The shoreline so defined was obtained by digitizing points
along the control line from the aerial photo. Points defining
shoreline were geographically referenced (in UTM) since the
process is done after the obtention of the absolute orientation
of the photos. An averaged rms error of 3.5 m and a maximum rms error of 5 m were estimated for shoreline positions
(BoD, 1994).
Once all the shorelines were obtained, the following step
was to prepare them to analyse shoreline displacements. In
order to do this, a working or baseline was established landwards of all the extracted shorelines and parallel to the general shoreline trend (e.g. THIELER and DANFORTH, 1994b).
Afterwards, 111 working profiles spaced 500 m apart were
constructed orthogonal to this line . Profile orientations were
selected to be locally perpendicular to the observed shoreline
evolution . At last, the coordinates of the shoreline position
corresponding to each control profile was determined by the
intersection of each profile with the shoreline. By repeating
this procedure with all the surveys, a database composed by
shoreline distances from fixed points (corresponding to the
working profiles ) was obtained. This was done using
MicroStation v4 (Intergraph ) Geographic Information System
software.

Shoreline Rate of Change
Several different options exist to estimate the shoreline
rate of change , depending on the tim e scale of the changes to

be characterised and the nature of the available data (e.g.
DOLAN et al ., 1991).
Since one of the main objectives of this paper is to analyse
the suitability of aerial photography to characterise shortterm coastal evolution (which is usually reflected by seasonal
or cyclic changes with an alternating erosion -accretion pattern), the EPR method (end-point-rate) was selected for this
purpose. EPR for each shoreline relative to the oldest shoreline was calculated. This method was selected to retain the
seasonality of the changes (if any) and to avoid any treatment
to filter or to smooth the data for the short-term analysis.
Additionally, the representative shoreline rate of change
for the surveyed period (2 years) was also calculated using
the LR method (linear regression) for both data sources (aerial photos and beach profiles). The use of this technique permit to characterise the net evolutive trend for the analysed
period by filtering seasonal changes (DoLAN et al. 1991).

RESULTS
The suitability of aerial photographs to characterise shortterm coastal changes along the Ebro delta has been investigated for four different morphodynamic problems, related to
four different environments within the delta.

Very Flat Coastal Zones
Although the Ebro delta coast is a microtidal environment,
meteorological tides occur frequently. Whereas the water-level-oscillation induced effect can be considered as negligible
for the analysed photos-in general along the entire outer
coast of the delta (swash zone slopes between 0.03 and
0.23)-,there exist some zones where a more detailed analysis
becomes necessary. In the area of study three very flat areas
exist: the inner coast of the two spits and a marsh zone at
the river mouth, formed by sand banks and bars. These zones
are characterised by a low-lying profile with very gentle
slopes (less than 111,000) where small water level fluctuations produce large horizontal waterline migrations.
To illustrate this effect, a comparison of two photos of the
northern spit appears in Figure 4a. The March 1990 photo
shows a fully emerged spit with most of the sand above the
mean water level. However, the October 1991 photo presents
a submerged spit, with only the highest parts of the beach
(dunes and berm of the outer coast) emerged.
If shorelines are extracted from both photographs (Figure
4b) and they are compared, a very large "erosion " of the spit
would be obtained, resulting in a "maximum recession" of the
inner coast of 1,200 m. However, this part of the deltaic coast
shows a continuous accretion, due to the deposition of material eroded from the outer coast northwards of the river
mouth (MALDONADO, 1986; JIMENEZ and SANCHEZ-ARCILLA,
1993). Moreover, the hydrodynamic regime of the inner bay
is very low and only very small, locally generated waves are
present, which are unable to produce any significant sediment transport and thus also unable to produce the apparently observed erosion.
This erroneous result, obtained from a direct comparison of
photographs is due to the fact that the photo of October 1991
was taken with a water level 0.30 m higher than the March
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Figure 4. Nor th ern spit. (a) a erial photos, (b) der ived sho re lines .

1990 one , du e to meteorologica l effects. As it can be see n in
Figure 4, the effect of such a meteorological ti de on the sho re line position along the outer coast can be cons idered as negligible (compared wit h that observed for th e inner coast) due
to the exis ti ng beach face slope.

Highly Dynamic Coastal Features
Figure 5 shows the formatio n and evolution of a spit at the
Ebro river mout h. This coastal feature is typical ofwave-dominated deltas (e.g. WRIGHT, 1978 ) and it can be used as an
in dicator of the net longshore transport direction (e.g . TAGGART an d SCHWARTZ, 1988).

Along t he outer coast of Sant Anto ni Island, the net longshore sediment transport is directed towards the north from
a point of zero net tra nsport and divergence in longsh ore
transport at Cap Tortosa (J IMENEz and SANCHEZ-ARCILLA,
1993). Th e net trans port rate along the outer coast has been
estimate d to be about 100,000 mvyr, most of which is deposited in the apex of the island as a spit du e to wave refraction
and diffraction processes together wit h the interaction with
the discharge of the river flow. Part of the sediment is able
to by-pass this zone an d is deposited as sand banks and bars
in the rive r mouth area.
The continuo us accumulation of sand in this zone , in form
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Figure 5. Spit development at the Ebro river mouth from October 89 to October 1991.
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Figure 6. Time evolution of length, perimeter and subaer ial surface of
the spit at th e river mouth.

a spit or as sand banks, is presently the main prob lem in the
management of the river mouth area, at least for navigational purposes, since it produces siltation which requires periodic dredging to assure a minimum depth. An analysis of different alternatives to solve this problem can be seen in BOER
et al., 1994.
To analyse th e spit evolution, three parameters were obtained from the aerial photographs: spit length, perimeter
and emerged area, Figure 6 shows the time evolution of the
three variables with respect to the configuration in October
1989.
In March 1990, the spit experienced the largest growth,
with a length incr ea se of about 425 m, a perimeter increase
of abou t 900 m and an area increase of about 37,500 m", In
July 1990, the spit had continued to grow, alt hough with a
small breach. Thi s bre ach produces an increase in the perimete r and a decrease in the emerged spit area of about 12,500
m-, In October 1990 a sudden disappearance of the spit was
observed (t he three studied parameters came back to nearly
th eir initial values, when no significant spit was present),
This was due to the action of a heavy storm during which
high water levels (storm surge) and high waves coexisted (see
SANCHEZ-ARCiLLA and JIMENEZ, 1994),
After the storm passage the spit began to be slowly reconstructed by the deposition of sediment eroded from the outer
coast. In April 1991 a small increase in length of about 100
m was detected. An important increase in surface and perimeter wa s also det ected due to the spit widening. After April
1991 th e spit appeare d to be stable and no further growth
was detected till October 1991. Th is "st eady" behaviour is due
to the fact that during May 1991 a river flood with a max imum liquid ri ver discharge of about 1300 m 3/s occurred (present annua l averaged river discharge is below 300 m 3/s).'This
flood pr oduced an erosion of the river bed at th e mouth generating a channel at the apex of the spit (R IERA, 1991). Under
this new sit uation, th e sediment transported along the out er
coast need ed a gr eat er volume to "emerge" since the eroded
cha nnel had to be filled up , Thi s means that, although no

1.Ism
Figure 7, Line dr awing stor m breach at Cap Tortosa conn ectin g th e inland pond with the sea bas ed on air photo s taken on October 1990.

emerged surface change was detected, thi s does not imply
that there is no sediment transport. The set of available photographs has, thus, been successfully used to assess monthlyscale coastal changes in the river mouth area.

Vulnerabl e Zones Subject to Episodic Changes
Episodic changes are morphological changes induced by
very energetic forcing agents with a long return per iod. These
agents normally produce a significant modification of the
coastal zone in a very short period of time. In th e Ebro delta
area, these agents are characterised by the simult aneous
presence of storm surges an d high waves (SANCHEZ-ARcILLA
and JIMENEZ, 1994). These agents, although act ing along the
entire coast, will mainly affect to the most vulnerable coastal
stretches . High vulnerability areas are barrier beaches, spits
and very narrow beaches backe d by isolated lagoons or ponds.
During the secon d week of October 1990, a severe storm
hit the north-eastern Spanish coast. During the storm, high
eastern waves (significant wave height , H.. of 4.4 m and maximum wave height, H m ax , of 8.8 m) and high sea level coexisted (storm surge of 0.40 m above mean water level), Although the impact of this storm was visibl e along th e entire
deltaic coast, several stretches experienced very large erosion
(SANCHEZ-ARCILLA and JIMENEZ, 1994 ).
As mentioned above , the river mouth spit suffered such
extensive eros ion that the subaerial portion of the spit disappeared. At Cap Torto sa , a coastal stretch with a narrow
subaerial beach , practically all the beach was er oded and a
small breach was opened, connecting an artificial pond with
the open sea (see Figure 7), However, the largest changes
were detected at the Trabucador Bar (see Figure 8). The Tr a-
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Figure 8.

Breaching at th e Trabucador Bar (left: before stor m, right: aft er stor m).

bucador is a barrier beach 5.5 km long linking the main body
of th e delta with the southern spit . The width of the barrier
ranges from 100 m to 200 m and the maximum height a bove
mean sea level is about 1.5 m. Due to these geomorphologic
characteri stic s, the barrier is easily overwash ed during period s of high waters .
During th e storm, with high water level s and, at the same
time, energ etic waves acting on th e coast, the intensity of
overwash processes was so high that, a breach occurred (SANCHEZ-ARCILLA and JIMENEZ, 1994). The morphological effect
can be seen in Figure 8, in which a breach of about 1 km
lengt h can be observed. Moreover, the morphology of the
backbarrier beach th at appears in the corre sponding photo graph indicates that overwash was the main eros ive process
during this event and that a large amount of sediment was
transported towards the in ner bay .
Using aerial photographs only th e surface loss due to the
storm impact can be calculated. Since the photograph corresponding to th e br each event was taken under a surged water
level , this surface does not correspond to th e real surface loss
above th e normal mean water level. However, combining this
informati on with field measurements of th e br each topography, a volume loss of about 70,000 m" was est imat ed, with
80% of this materi al transported towards th e inner bay (SANCHEZ-ARCILLA and JI MENEZ, 1994).
Th er efore the ae rial photographs cannot be used dire ctly,
in th is case, to assess morphological cha nges . However , aer ial
photographs consti t ute an important supplement of information for the local topographic and bathymetric data, in th e
sense that th ey pr ovide a syn opti c view of the coas ta l response associated to the bre ach event . In tha t sense they can
be us ed to obta in qualitative information to stee r the field
campaign.

Regional Sho reline Change Analysis
As another illu stration of th e use of ae ria l photographs for
short- te rm shoreline changes, the whole collection of aeri al
photos was used to assess th e beh aviour of the entire Ebro
delta coas t .
The esti ma ted shoreline changes along th e southe rn and
northern hemid eltas can be see n in Figure 9 and Figure 10,
respectively. A clear pattern of spatial and temporal changes
can be observed (the reference configurati on wa s that obtained from th e first campaign in October 1989).
South of the river mouth several differ ent coastal stretches
can be identified on the basis of morphological trends. St arting from the river mouth and movin g towards the south th e
main stretches are (Figu re 9): (1) Cap Tortosa, a highly erosive zone with a continuous and progressive shoreline reces sion; (2) Buda Island, an erosive zone, although wit h sm all er
erosion rates than the pr evious one; (3) Eu caliptos Beach, an
accr etive zone ; (4) the Trabucador Bar, a barrier beach with
a net erosive behaviour and (5) th e southe rn spit, a highly
accr eti ve zone, with continuous shore line progradation.
Th e impact of th e October 1990 storm can be seen identified easily in the shoreline chan ge data. Most of th e experienced shoreline ero sion can be attributed to thi s sto rm (it can
be see n tha t the Tr abucador Bar experienced the la rgest erosion, du e to th e barr ier breachin g). In accre tive st re tches, a
decrease in th e net accret ion rates ca n be also obse rve d during th e storm influ en ced per iod.
Northwards of th e riv er mouth (F igu re 10) a simpler pattern is det ected , in which only two differ en t st re tches are
ide ntified: (1 ) most of the outer coas t of the hem idelta, showing a slight eros ive behaviour and (2) th e northern spit , which
has experi enc ed continuous accre ti on.
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Finally, the net evolutive trend of the shoreline for the period of study was calculated using the LR method. This was
done with data obta ined from aerial photographs (using the
shoreline displacements presented in Figures 9 and 10) and
with shoreline data from field topographic measurements. To
do this, shoreline rates of change obtained by JIMENEZ and
SANCHEZ-ARCILLA (1993) using beach profile s wer e recalculated for the time period covered by aerial surveys. Figure 11
shows th e longshore dist ribution of the shoreline rates of
cha nge calculate d using both data sources along the Ebro delta coas t . It can be seen that from the qualitative point of view
(type of evolution) the agreement is perfect , i.e. eroding and
accreting zones are coincident. When the obtained rates of
change are quantitatively compared, only small differences
are found . In fact, a linear rel ationship given by rate of
change from photos = 0.98 rate of change from profiles with
a determination coefficient of r 2 = 0.97 wa s obt ain ed in the
comparison ana lysis (see Figure 12).
Th is analysis of the regional behaviour of the Ebro delta
coast illu strates the suita bility of aerial photographs for the
short-term evolution of re asonably large physiographic units.
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Figure 10. Sho reli ne cha nges at th e northern hemidelta with respect to
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ering the estimated type of evolution, i.e. eroding and accreting zones, a total agreement between both methods was observed. As for shoreline rates of change regards, although
small differences have been found, both methods give similar
magnitudes. The ratio between rates from photos and profiles
has been calculated in 0.98, which indicates that both type
of measurements quantitatively agree over the time span
studied.
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seasonal scale using aerial photographs, even in microtidal
conditions, unless detailed water level records and beach profiles exist. In this case, the local shoreline obtained from the
photos has to be corrected taking into account the topography
of the flooded coast. To do this efficiently, a very detailed
topography is required and, when this is available, it is no
longer necessary to use aerial photographs. This implies that
the estimation of coastal changes in very flat areas from aerial photos should be considered mainly at the long term scale
(e.g. DOWNS et at. 1994).
In some cases, the use of aerial photos to estimate the intensity of some coastal processes must be complemented with
additional field observations. In this study, whilst aerial photographs seem to indicate the growth of a spit in the Ebro
river mouth and the reduction in growth speed after a storm
passage, this was not really true. In fact, longshore transport
rates after the storm were similar to the situation before the
storm, but more sediment was necessary to produce the same
emerged spit because a submerged trench was eroded by a
small river flood at the tip of the spit. This fact could not be
detected using only aerial photographs.
When aerial photos have been used to estimate short-term
shoreline changes along the entire outer coast of the delta,
good results have been obtained. Thus, seasonal changes
characterised by alternating periods of erosion and accretion
have been well described as well as different alongshore patterns in shoreline behaviour.
To assess the quality of the results obtained from photos,
they have been compared with those calculated through the
analysis of beach profile data. This was done by comparing
the net shoreline evolution trend for the analysed period obtained using the LR method for both data sources. Consid-

The analysis of seven sets of aerial photographs covering
the Ebro delta coast, with an average time span of four
months, has shown that they can be used to evaluate shortterm coastal changes.
Although the Ebro delta is a microtidal environment, meteorological tides produce water level oscillations larger
enough to mask or to produce fictitious shoreline changes in
topographically flat zones. To analyse aerial photos in these
zones, detailed water level records and beach profiles must
be used, unless very large "fictitious" shoreline displacements
were accepted. Due to this problem, the quantitative analysis
(from aerial photos) of changes in the inner coast of the two
spits and in the north part of the river mouth is not recommended when only aerial photographs are available.
The analysis of aerial photos is, on the other hand, a very
convenient technique to evaluate coastal changes of highly
dynamic coastal features in a very detailed manner. Thus,
the used data set permitted to evaluate the development of
a spit at the river mouth as well as its complete removal due
to a storm action and the post-storm recovery. This was done
characterising the time evolution of its length, perimeter and
surface. The action of a small river flood produced a trench
at the river mouth which induced that more sediment was
necessary to produce the same surface of subaerial spit. This
fact could induce a wrong interpretation of the spit behaviour
during the latter monitored period since if only photos were
used a nearly steady situation after March 1991 would be
identified.
At the same time, the analysis of aerial photos has been
successfully used to evaluate coastal changes due to energetic
events, and to identify coastal stretches sensitive to such
events. During the monitored period, the impact of a severe
storm on the Ebro delta was detailed characterised along the
entire coast. Although a generalised coastal erosion was observed, the impact of such storm permitted to characterise
highly vulnerable zones to episodic events by identifying the
location and extension of breaching events along the coast.
When aerial photos were used to characterise regional
shoreline changes for the entire Ebro delta coast a well defined seasonal alternance of erosion and accretion behaviour
was observed. Moreover, besides this temporal pattern, a well
defined spatial pattern of shoreline evolution was also characterised, identifying coastal stretches showing a systematic
kind of evolution, viz. accretion zones as both spits, erosion
zones as Cap Tortosa, the Trabucador Bar and the northern
hemidelta.
To assess the quality of the results obtained from aerial
photos, the shoreline evolution trend for the monitored period
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(using LR) were compared to that estimated from beach profile data. Using the two methods, eroding and accreting zones
were predicted in the same coastal stretches with similar calculated shoreline rates of change (a linear relationship of 0.98
between calculated rates using both data sources was obtained).
As a final point, the use of aerial photographs to estimate
and quantify short-term shoreline changes along the Ebro
delta coast has been proven as a good technique given similar
results to that obtained from beach profile data.
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